Real-time traffic volume inference is key to an intelligent city. It is a challenging task because accurate traffic volumes on the roads can only be measured at certain locations where sensors are installed. Moreover, the traffic evolves over time due to the influences of weather, events, holidays, etc. Existing solutions to the traffic volume inference problem often rely on dense GPS trajectories, which inevitably fail to account for the vehicles which carry no GPS devices or have them turned off. Consequently, the results are biased to taxicabs because they are almost always online for GPS tracking. In this paper, we propose a novel framework for the citywide traffic volume inference using both dense GPS trajectories and incomplete trajectories captured by camera surveillance systems. Our approach employs a high-fidelity traffic simulator and deep reinforcement learning to recover full vehicle movements from the incomplete trajectories. In order to jointly model the recovered trajectories and dense GPS trajectories, we construct spatiotemporal graphs and use multi-view graph embedding to encode the multi-hop correlations between road segments into real-valued vectors. Finally, we infer the citywide traffic volumes by propagating the traffic values of monitored road segments to the unmonitored ones through masked pairwise similarities. Extensive experiments with two big regions in a provincial capital city in China verify the effectiveness of our approach.
INTRODUCTION
With the vast deployment of sensors, such as loop detectors and surveillance cameras, and the rapid development of data storage techniques, an intelligent city can collect and store a large amount of traffic volume data on the daily basis. It is vital to not only monitor "visible" traffic volumes in real time but also infer those unseen by the sensors. Information extracted from the traffic volume data may contribute to a wide range of urban applications, such as route selection, traffic control, and urban planning, etc.
However, the sensors are often displaced away from each other to a certain distance, and some of them could fail now and then. As a result, the citywide traffic volume data inevitably have lots of missing values, causing challenges to many downstream applications. In this paper, we aim to develop techniques for the citywide traffic volume inference -in other words, to estimate the traffic volume of each and every road segment in every time interval in the city.
The citywide traffic volume inference is a very challenging problem for two major reasons. Firstly, sensors to monitor the traffic are not only sparse but also non-uniform, resulting in relatively low spatial coverage [15] . It is difficult to obtain any historic traffic data for the currently unmonitored roads. Secondly, traffic patterns evolve over time and could suddenly change rapidly due to big events. The high dynamism of traffic makes it difficult to infer the traffic volume data by drawing similarities between different road segments or across various time intervals.
Existing works on inferring the traffic volume mostly fall into the category of missing (spatiotemporal) data inference. A basic and representative framework is to estimate the missing values by linear interpolation [3, 9, 27, 44] . However, those approaches fail to maintain the global consistency of the inferred results and assume simple structures underlying the historic spatiotemporal data. Another frequently used method is collaborative filtering [40] . However, this approach fails for the unmonitored road segments which have no historical information.
Some recent studies use dense trajectories from mobile devices for traffic volume inference. Zhan et al. estimate the citywide traffic volume by combining GPS trajectories with road networks, pointof-interest information, and weather conditions. Meng et al. characterize the similarities between roads using travel speeds extracted from taxi trajectories. However, the dense trajectories, no matter extracted from GPS or taxi, are biased representations of the real traffic. After all, taxi is only a small portion of the total vehicles and not all vehicles carry or turn on the GPS devices.
Partially observed trajectories, which are captured by the static and discrete sensors (e.g., a vehicle tracked by a camera network), are notably under-explored by the existing works. Unlike the dense trajectories (e.g., generated by "active" GPS devices), the partially observed trajectories are incomplete because they are obtained from the "passive" static sensors (e.g., cameras). As a result, they are available for almost all kinds of vehicles no matter they have GPS devices installed or not. Compared with dense trajectories, such incomplete trajectories are collected in a much bigger scale everyday. For instance, the surveillance system recognizes and provides the incomplete trajectories of more than 1.1 million unique vehicles in a provincial capital city in China every single day at the time of this paper written. To the best of our knowledge, the incomplete trajectories have not been utilized before for the traffic volume inference.
Of course, it is more involved to model the spatiotemporal patterns of incomplete trajectories than their dense counterparts. The uncertainties between monitor points have to be taken care of, as well as the noisy measurements at the monitor points. There exist some research tackling the uncertainty problem. For example, Zheng et al. investigate how to reduce the uncertainty in lowsampling-rate trajectories by inferring the possible routes therein. Banerjee et al. employ road-network constraints to summarize all probable routes in a holistic manner. Li et al. use the GPS snippets to help recover the full trajectories. However, these methods require that every road segment has appeared at least once in the past in order to guide the recovering procedure of the full trajectories. Besides, their performance significantly degrades when the traffic pattern changes, e.g., due to big events or severe weather.
To address the aforementioned challenges, we propose a novel framework to Jointly Model the Dense and Incomplete trajectories (JMDI) for the citywide traffic volume inference. Specifically, we first recover detailed vehicle movements given the incomplete trajectories using a high-fidelity city traffic simulator. We tune the simulator's parameters using deep reinforcement learning so as to automatically identify the proper simulator state which matches the real data. After that, two spatiotemporal graphs are constructed using the recovered trajectories and the dense GPS trajectories, respectively. The graphs are a natural choice for modeling the dynamism of traffic volumes of road segments and over time. Meanwhile, the graphs enable us to conveniently embed the road segments (nodes of the graph) to continuous-value vectors. Finally, we use these embeddings to construct pairwise similarities between the road segments and then propagate the known traffic volumes to the road segments of unknown traffic.
We conduct extensive experiments on large-scale real-world traffic datasets collected from a provincial capital city in China. The dense trajectories are available for GPS-enabled taxi. For the incomplete trajectories, we extract partially observed information from the surveillance cameras as a result of the plate number identification technique [7] . We evaluate the proposed framework JMDI against competitive baselines on two selected regions of the city and during different time periods. We also study some ablations of our approach to highlight the effectiveness of main components of JMDI.
We summarize our main contribution as follows.
• We propose a novel framework, called JMDI, to infer citywide traffic volumes using both dense and incomplete traffic trajectories. • We propose to use a high-fidelity traffic simulator to recover full vehicle movements from incomplete trajectories. Moreover, in order to efficiently tune the simulator towards the real data, we design a deep reinforcement learning algorithm to automatically set the parameters of the simulator. • We present a joint embedding method to learn meaningful representations of road segments using spatiotemporal graphs. We further use a semi-supervised propagation method to infer citywide traffic volume values. • We conduct extensive experiments on large-scale real-world traffic datasets to validate the proposed approach. To the best of our knowledge, this work is the first to jointly model the dense and incomplete trajectories for the citywide traffic volume inference. Since the dense GPS trajectories are biased to taxi, the incomplete trajectories obtained from other sensors show strong complement to their dense counterparts. Jointly, they give rise to better results than either individually.
RELATED WORK 2.1 Traffic Volume Inference
Some studies [9, 27, 44] use linear regression models to infer missing traffic speed or travel time based on taxi trajectories. Aslam et al. [3] learn a regression model with taxi GPS trajectories to estimate traffic volume. However, regression methods require a great amount of labeled training data, which is unavailable in our problem setting.
Another category of prior studies apply principal component analysis (PCA) (e.g., [2, 13, 23, 24] ) or collaborative filtering (CF) (e.g., [26, 31, 40] ) to fill in missing values in spatiotemporal data. PCA-based methods extract traffic patterns from observed data using various PCA techniques, such as Bayesian PCA [24] , Probabilistic PCA [13, 23] and FPCA [2] . CF-based methods recover missing values by decomposing spatiotemporal data into the product of lowrank matrices. Yi et al. [40] fill missing values in geo-sensory time series using CF from multiple spatial and temporal perspectives. Ruan et al. [26] use tensor completion to recover missing values in spatiotemporal sensory data. Wang et al. [31] propose a tensor factorization method to estimate the missing travel time for drivers on road segments. However, both PCA-based and CF-based methods rely on historical data when filling in. They are unable to handle our problem since the traffic volume of unmonitored road segments are totally missing.
Graph-based Semi-supervised learning (SSL) method [6] has been widely applied for unlabeled data inference, which can be used for inferring missing values. Label propagation [47] , a classic semi-supervised method, infers unobserved labels by propagating existing labels on an affinity graph. Other SSL based methods [1, 36, 46] have been proposed to model the similarities of vertices in the affinity graph. Although Graph-based SSL methods can be applied to our problem, they only consider the similarities between vertices. Therefore, they fail to utilize rich traffic flow information for volume inference.
Other existing work aim to infer traffic volume values of road segments using loop detector [12, 17, 35] , surveillance cameras [41] , or float car trajectories [3, 8, 42] . Studies [12, 35, 41] tackle the volume estimation of a single road segment with loop detectors or surveillance cameras. Thus their methods cannot infer citywide traffic volume. Zhan et al. [42] propose a method to estimate citywide traffic volume using probe taxi trajectories. They estimate travel speeds for volume inference using full taxi trajectories. Recently, Meng et al. [17] propose ST-SSL that predicts city-wide traffic volume values using loop detector incorporating taxi trajectories. They first build a spatiotemporal affinity graph based on travel speed pattern and spatial correlations extracted from loop detector and taxi trajectories. Then they infer traffic volume using semi-supervised learning method on the spatiotemporal affinity graph. However, both [42] and ST-SSL [17] require full observation of trajectories, thus they are unable to utilize incomplete counterparts.
Trajectory Recovery
Several methods (e.g., [4, 34, 45] ) have been proposed to predict complete trajectories from partial observations. Zheng et al. [45] investigate how to reduce the uncertainty in low-sampling-rate trajectories. This approach requires every road segment appearing in historical data, which is impossible for incomplete trajectories. Banerjee et al. [4] infer uncertain trajectories from networkconstrained partial observations by summarizing all probable routes in a holistic manner. However, their method ignores many important factors such as vehicle interaction and road constraints. More important, these methods require historical trajectories as input, which cannot be applied to recovering routes in our problem.
NOTATIONS AND PROBLEM STATEMENT
Let {r 1 , r 2 , . . . , r m } denote road segments of a road network in a city region. Each road segment is a directed short portion of a road. The traffic volume of a road segment can be represented using the total number of vehicles traversing through it during a fixed time interval. We split the whole time period (e.g, one week) into equal-length continuous time intervals and use vector x i = (x i1 , x i2 , . . . , x in ) to denote the traffic volume values of the road segment r i during the past n continuous time intervals. Note that the traffic volume values are only available at monitored road segments. Different sources of trajectories (i.e., incomplete observations from cameras or GPS trackers of taxi) are denotes by ∆ S = {δ i }, where the superscript S stands for the source S. A trajectory δ i = p i,1 → p i,2 → · · · → p i,s is a list of s points in chronological order, where each point p = ⟨l, t⟩ is a location coordinate l (i.e., latitude and longitude) and a time stamp t. We denote by ∆ D and ∆ I dense and incomplete trajectories, respectively. Note that points contained in the incomplete trajectories ∆ I are restricted to monitor points -therefore they form a fixed finite set.
The citywide traffic volume inference problem is defined as follows: Given the road network, observed traffic volume values {x it } at monitored road segments, and multiple sources of trajectories ∆ S (S ∈ {D, I}), our goal is to infer the traffic volume values of any unmonitored road segment at any time interval. Figure 1 illustrates the proposed framework JMDI. First, we design an algorithm to recover full trajectory from incomplete observations using a traffic simulator, whose parameters are tuned by deep reinforcement learning. Next, we construct spatiotemporal graphs from the dense and incomplete trajectories. In order to model the spatiotemporal dynamics of traffic volume, we then employ a multiview graph embedding technique [25] to learn representation vectors for road segments. Finally, we present a propagation method which infers the citywide traffic volume values according to pairwise similarities between different road segments. In the following sections, we introduce each major component of our solution in detail.
APPROACH

Trajectory Recovery
In this section, we introduce the recovery process for incomplete trajectories. Instead of data-driven algorithms, we incorporate a high-fidelity traffic simulator [11] for the recovery. Different from previous trajectory recovery methods (e.g., [4, 45] ), the simulator jointly models the influence of traffic rules as well as vehicle interactions. Furthermore, we propose a novel deep reinforcement learning [20] algorithm that improves the accuracy of trajectory recovery by tuning time-aware hyper-parameters of the simulator.
Trajectory Recovery via
Simulator. We first estimate the missing portions of incomplete trajectories by using rich spatiotemporal movement patterns. Unlike the existing methods [4, 14, 37, 45] , our solution relies on a traffic simulator [11] , which naturally observes road network constraints (e.g., no turn on red at some intersections) and the global consistency of traffic in the road network. It also captures the influence of vehicle interactions.
Specifically, we simulate all vehicles simultaneously in real-world road networks using the traffic simulator named SUMO [11], conditioning on observations in the incomplete trajectories. Given an incomplete trajectory δ i = p i,1 → p i,2 → · · · → p i,s , the simulator initializes a vehicle at the corresponding time and location of each point p i, j . Then, the vehicle moves toward p i, j+1 along the most possible route selected by the simulator. Multiple factors, such as distance, speed, traffic jams, etc., are considered jointly to find the best route. The simulated results for all points p i, j → p i, j+1 are collected to fill in the missing values in the incomplete trajectories. However, blindly using the simulator for trajectory recovery without careful validation is not rigorous. Therefore, a novel metric is proposed for trajectory recovery evaluation. Taking incomplete trajectory δ i as an example, we first measure the relative arrival time t i, j for p i, j ∈ δ i , using time stamps provided by δ i . Here t i, j equals to the time consumption of traversing between p i, j and p i,1 (t i,1 = 0) captured by real-world sensors. Since vehicles would traverse through each monitor point successively in the simulating environment, we compute the relative arrival time at each p i, j again, using time stamps from simulating results. Similarly, let t simu i, j denote the relative arrival time at p i, j of the simulated vehicle. Given those two kinds of relative arrival time t i, j and t simu i, j , the trajectory recovery accuracy can be estimated using the following equation:
The intuition behind Equation 1 is that larger errors will be generated if the recovered trajectories differ a lot from the real ones (i.e., larger |t simu i, j − t i, j |). And the recovered trajectories have low err if the simulated vehicles arrive at monitor points sharply.
Deep Reinforcement Learning for Parameter Tuning.
There are a few major parameters of the simulator (see Table 1 ) we have to tune in order to achieve good simulation results (in other words, small err ). For example, changing the speed of vehicles could directly affect the arrival time at each monitored point in the simulating environment, and modifying the lane-changing rules could lead to traffic jams. In order to simulate as realistic as possible, parameter tuning is key. Unfortunately, it is nontrivial to tune the parameters because they are inter-correlated and their effects on the traffic volume are delayed. For example, we may speed up a vehicle anytime but the results of the acceleration cannot be validated until To address the above challenges, we propose a reinforcement learning (RL) algorithm to tune the simulator's parameters such that the simulated trajectories can better match the sparsely monitored real data. The RL algorithm successfully avoids the manual configuration of the simulator in a tedious trial-and-error manner.
The general goal of reinforcement learning is to maximize the expected cumulative rewards in a sequential decision making process. Given a set of states {s i } and actions {a i }, an action a is taken by the agent following a certain policy π after seeing the current state s in each step. The expected return of each potential action a under state s is evaluated using the Bellmen equation [32] ,
where γ is the discount factor for future rewards. The goal of reinforcement learning is to maximize the expectation of accumulative future rewards through the sequential process. Parameter tuning of the simulator can be naturally considered as a sequential decision making process, where states are the snapshots of the simulating environment and actions are all possible ways of parameter tuning. We learn a policy that continuously takes positive action to change the parameters of the simulator in each step. Note that it is intractable to use the Bellmen Equation (Equation 2) to directly optimize the Q-value as it has to track all possible state-action combinations. Instead, we employ Deep Q-Learning (DQN) [20] which approximates the Q-value using a deep neural network. Given a state s, the output of DQN is the approximated Qvalues for the actions Q (s, a; θ ), where θ are neural network weights in DQN. The greedy action is chosen as arg max a ∈A Q (s, a; θ ). In our context, we use this action to tune the simulator's parameters. Figure 2 illustrates the DQN framework for trajectory recovery. Real-valued feature vectors extracted from the simulator are used to describe the states. We construct a two-layer fully-connected neural network for DQN to approximate the Q-value. During the training process, weights of the neural network are optimized iteratively to reduce the discrepancy between the optimal Q-value and the predicted one, using gradient descent of the loss function. The details of states, actions, rewards, and the training are described below:
• States: Many existing deep reinforcement learning methods (e.g. [16, 30, 33, 43] ) use real-valued vector to represent state. Following the same practice, we first extract representative features using the API of the simulator. Since the number of vehicles on the road segments directly describes the traffic volume distribution, we first retrieve their values from the simulator. Next, average traversing time and speed are acquired as the traversing speed and time are closely related to the traffic volume. In addition, we retrieve average waiting time, which measures the average stopping time of every vehicle in the immediate past simulating step. Those four types of values are retrieved from each road segment and then concatenated into a real-valued vector as the state representation. Given m road segments, the dimension of the state feature vector is 4m. • Actions: Recall that the action with the largest expected cumulative reward (Q-value) will be selected by the agent in each simulating step. To construct the action set, we change the speeds of vehicles which are one of the most important factors that affect the traversing trajectory. However, directly tuning the speed for every vehicle in the simulator is prohibitive because there could be thousands of vehicles traveling simultaneously. To simplify the setting, we do not change the speed continuously for every vehicle. Instead, the speed limits (meters/second) for different vehicles are modified within a certain range in each simulation step. The actions include increasing the speed limit by +1, 0, or −1 (i.e., decrease by 1) for each vehicle. To reduce the action space, we group the vehicles according to their sizes (i.e., sedans, SUVs, and large trucks) and assign the same speed limit to a group of vehicles. Hence, the action space consists of 9 possible actions pairing the speed limits with the groups. Such a setting actually changes the behavior of every group of vehicles by limiting their speeds into a certain range. • Rewards: In reinforcement learning, positive or negative rewards are provided by the environment for each action by the agent. The agent can utilize the reward to calculate the optimal Q-value, and to optimize parameters in the neural network using the discrepancy induced by the Bellman equation. We construct short-term rewards according to the following equation:
where Ω denotes vehicles that have arrived at the monitor points at the simulating step. That is, the simulating results of those vehicles can be evaluated at this time. The arrival time stamps t simu v and t v are of the simulated ones and the real vehicles, respectively. The definition is straightforward. Obviously, lower absolute time differences are received if and only if more vehicles arrive sharply, and the agent receives larger rewards under such conditions. • Training: A simulating step is set to lasting for one minute.
A two-layer neural network is initialized and trained to estimate the Q-value. Weights θ of the network are updated every step by gradient descent, using the discrepancy between estimated Q-value and the feedback from the simulating environment. Before the training, we first set up a replay memory M to store state transitions (i.e., (s, a, s ′ , R) where s ′ denotes the next state following s after taking action a). The deep reinforcement learning algorithm keeps sampling mini-batches from the replay memory and updates its network weights in each simulating step by minimizing the following loss function: Obtain short-term reward R and new state s ′ by executing a in the simulator; where Q * = R + γ max a ′ Q (s ′ , a ′ ; θ ) is the target optimal Q-value, which is the sum of the short-term reward R and the optimal Q-value of the next step. The decay term γ gives penalty to future rewards. The expectation is computed over the mini-batches. Furthermore, we adopt ϵ-greedy strategy [21] to balance the trade-off between exploration and exploitation. That is, with probability ϵ, a random action is selected for exploration during training, instead of the optimal one. After calculating the loss function, the network weights θ are updated using gradient descent. The gradient of θ is given as follows,
The overall training procedure of the deep reinforcement learning architecture is given in Algorithm 1. Once the simulator is stable, we fill in the missing values of the real and incomplete trajectories using the traffic volume values in the simulator SUMO. Compared with taxi trajectories collected from GPS devices, these recovered trajectories, denoted by ∆ I+ , are more representative of a variety of vehicle types. Both kinds of trajectories will be employed in the following steps.
Spatiotemporal Graph Construction
Temporal correlations of different road segments change over time. For example, an expressway connecting business areas and residential areas may exhibit reversed traffic flows from morning to evening. Moreover, the spatial relationship between road segments t i-1 t i t i+1 Figure 3 : An example of spatiotemporal graph. Three layers are shown in the figure. Gray arrows denote edges within the same layer and yellow arrows denote edges between current and next layers.
is extremely complicated (e.g., overpasses at the intersection of the main road). To model such dynamism of traffic in the road network, we construct spatiotemporal graphs, as shown in Figure 3 and detailed below. A spatiotemporal graph in this paper is a multi-layer graph G = ⟨V, E⟩, where V = {v t i } denotes time-enhanced nodes representing road segments {r i }, and E represents edges between nodes. Nodes in the same time interval are grouped to the same layer. To preserve spatial restrictions of the road network, edges in E are limited to v t i → v {t +1} j where vehicles could travel from the road segment r i to r j . The edge's weight is assigned using the traffic flow value, i.e., number of trajectories traversing through the edge.
To differentiate mobility behaviors and traffic patterns in different sources of trajectories, two spatiotemporal graphs are constructed respectively using the dense trajectories ∆ D and recovered ∆ I+ from incomplete trajectories.
Multi-view Graph Embedding
The objective of citywide traffic volume inference is to estimate the unknown traffic volume values from the observed ones. This problem is challenging due to multiple interwoven factors such as the road network, vehicles' physical condition, road condition, time, etc. Our solution relies on the spatiotemporal graphs constructed from the macro trajectories, effectively factoring out those individual factors and allowing us to conduct the inference on the graphs instead.
We first embed the time-enhanced road segments (nodes of the graph) to real-valued vectors using the two spatiotemporal graphs obtained above. The embedding captures multi-hop correlations [28] between road segments at different times. Moreover, joint embeddings from the two graphs naturally account for both the GPS-tracked taxi and other vehicles monitored in the incomplete trajectories. We first introduce the embedding process on a single graph, followed by the joint embedding algorithm from the two graphs by a multi-view graph embedding method [25] .
We adopt the Skip-gram model [18] to learn the embedding vector u t i for each node v t i in a spatiotemporal graph G = ⟨V, E⟩. Given a node in the graph, the skip-gram model aims to predict the probability of the node's context. We first define a path in
where v i j in P i is corresponding to a node in G. We omit the time superscript here, which can be easily acquired from each layer. Given a specific node v t i , the set of all paths containing v t i formulates a set P (v t i ). We define set N (v t i ) = {v c |∃P i ∈ P (v t i ), v c ∈ P i }\{v t i } as the context of node v t i , which refers to all multi-hop neighbors of v t i (i.e., nodes closely surround v t i in space and time) [29] . Specifically, the following log-probability is maximized:
is the sigmoid function, and u ′ c denotes the auxiliary vector of v c when it is treated as "context" of other nodes.
To achieve better performance and reduce computational costs, negative sampling technique [19] is applied. For each node v t i and a neighbor node v c , we sample negative nodes NG (v t i ) = {z|z N (v t i )} which denotes unrelated road segments. The objective function for network embedding with negative sampling is:
The objective reads that, for each node v t i , we aim to maximize the probability of its co-occurrence with nodes in N (v t i ), while minimize the probability of it being neighbor with nodes from NG (v t i ). Since we have two spatiotemporal graphs of the same set of road segments, we may learn the embedding by a trade-off between the objective functions above over the two graphs. Namely,
where G D and G I+ are the graphs constructed from dense and recovered trajectories, respectively, and α balances the two terms.
Citywide Traffic Volume Inference
After learning representations for road segments that preserve spatiotemporal dynamics, we borrow a semi-supervised learning formulation [47] to propagate the traffic volume values to the unknown road segments. At first glance, one may train a regression model taking as input the road segment's embedding to predict the missing traffic volume data. However, such methods fail when only a small portion of the entire road network is monitored. We instead employ a formulation which is popular in semi-supervised learning for the inference. We first define pairwise similarities between any two road segments. The similarity of r i at time interval t and r j at time interval t ′ is measured by:
where ⟨·⟩ denotes the inner product of two vectors. We then prune out irrelevant pairs of road segments by constructing 0-1 masks based on geospatial features (i.e., absolute distance between road segments) as well as temporal distance. The intuition behind such pruning is that traffic volume values of faraway locations usually do not have similarities, and the temporal dependencies of traffic pattern at the same location will decrease as the time lag becomes longer [39] . The "masked" pairwise similarities between road segments are defined as:
Here adj (r i , r j ) is true if and only if r i and r j are adjacent on the road network. The above mask ensures only the correlations between road segments that are close enough in time and space are considered. The citywide traffic volume values {x it } are inferred by minimize the following with respect to (w.r.t.) the unknown values:
Since the objective function is convex w.r.t. the unknown traffic volume values, gradient descent is applied to find the global solutions.
EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we conduct extensive experiments to answer the following research questions.
• How does the proposed JMDI perform compared with the baseline methods? • How do each component of JMDI affect the overall performance? • How accurate is the trajectory recovery via the deep RL architecture? • How to balance different types of trajectories through the hyper-parameter α? • How is the inference error distributed over space (i.e., different road segments) and time (i.e., different time periods of a day)?
Datasets
We compile a traffic volume dataset using the vehicle counting reported by the city surveillance system from a large provincial capital city in China. The incomplete trajectories are acquired using plate numbers identified by surveillance cameras (with an average F1-score of 90%). Dense trajectories are collected from GPS sensors equipped by public taxicabs. The average reporting frequency of the taxicab-carried GPS devices is 5 seconds. All those datasets are collected over the period of Aug. 2016. The road network is extracted from Openstreetmap.org [22] . We split roads into segments using intersections as natural cut-points and set the length of the time interval to 5 minutes. Moreover, geospatial features such as starting/ending locations, road segment length, road width, number of lanes, road type, speed limit, etc., are constructed for each road segment. We select two regions in the city. The detailed data descriptions are shown in Table 2 .
Experiment Settings
We cut trajectories recursively at any p i, j → p i, j+1 if the time interval between p i, j and p i, j+1 is larger than 30 minutes. Because vehicles may stop and park during such long duration, their behaviors are different from the constantly moving vehicles. We randomly split the road segments with traffic information into training (80%) and testing (20%), respectively. We further select 20% of the training randomly as validation. The same split is used for all experiments. We run each baseline and ablation 10 times to report the average results.
We set the memory buffer size to 10, 000 and the discount factor γ to 0.8 for the deep RL framework. A feed-forward neural network with two 256-dimension hidden layers is trained using the Adam optimizer [10] . The size of a mini-batch is 128 and the learning rate is 0.0001. Parameters of the network are updated at every step of the simulator. The probability ϵ in the deep RL training is reduced linearly from 0.5 to 0.01 over 2, 000 epochs. The speed limits for every type of vehicle are restricted between 1m/s and 40m/s in the simulating environment. We set the dimension size for embedding vectors to 50. The window size for sampling in Skip-gram is 10.
Metrics
We use Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) and Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE) to evaluate the performance of all methods.The detailed definitions of the two metrics are stated as below:
where x l ∈ {x it } is a test sample,x l is the ground truth of x l , and s denotes the total number of test samples. While RMSE receives more penalties from larger values, MAPE focuses on the error of smaller values. Therefore, combining these two metrics can lead to more comprehensive conclusions. Similar to [38, 39] , to evaluate relative error using MAPE, we filter out samples whose traffic volume is lower than 5 in testing, since road segments with very low traffic volume are of little interest for our problem.
Baselines
Our solution is compared with the following baselines: (1) two geospatial-based methods, (2) two supervised learning methods, and (3) two semi-supervised learning methods.
• Spatial kNN selects top k nearest road segments with traffic data and uses the average of their volume values at each time interval as the traffic volume prediction for unmonitored road segments. • Contextual Average (CA) uses the averaged volume values from same-type road segments (e.g., primary, expressway, etc.) as the prediction. • Linear Regression (LR) is trained on all road segments with traffic volume using geospatial features. We train regression models for each time interval. • XGBoost [5] is a boosting-tree-based method which is popular in data mining community. We train XGBoost separately on each time interval. • Graph SSL Classic graph-based semi-supervised learning method with loss function L = t i, j a i, j (x it − x jt ) 2 , which is implemented following Zhu et al.. The similarity weight a i, j is defined using the Euclidean distance between the geospatial feature vectors r i and r j . • ST-SSL [17] is the state-of-the-art method for inferring citywide traffic volume using dense trajectories. ST-SSL utilizes static features and estimated speed patterns from taxi trajectories to model the correlations between road segments. The citywide traffic volume is then inferred by a semi-supervised learning method.
Result Analysis of Different Methods
The comparison of JMDI with other methods in two regions is shown in Table 3 . As we can see, JMDI achieves best performances in both regions. In particular, JMDI significantly outperforms geospatialbased methods due to its capability of well modeling the dynamism of traffic volume. In addition, JMDI achieves tremendous improvement compared with supervised methods. This is because supervised methods are trained on road segments with traffic data, they ignore correlations between other road segments. Moreover, both geospatial and regression-based methods fail to model spatiotemporal patterns in multi-sources trajectories, and do not well utilize information from unmonitored road segments. JMDI significantly outperforms both Graph SSL and ST-SSL. There are two potential reasons. First, JMDI utilizes vast incomplete trajectory data to recover spatiotemporal similarities among road segments. The proposed deep reinforcement learning recovery method successfully transforms partial observations to complete route samples. Second, the joint embedding algorithm enhances the representation of road segments. Both multi-hop correlations and multi-view graph information are preserved in learned embedding vector, resulting in better performance. Furthermore, Graph SSL achieves lower errors compared with ST-SSL, a possible explanation is that the strong assumption of speed similarity does not hold in those regions. For example, most drivers will drive close to the speed limit unless the road capacity reaches the upper limit. In such condition, speeds are almost stationary while traffic volume could change depending on the number of vehicles. Moreover, it suffers from the spatial sparsity of taxi trajectories since the coverage of taxi trajectory in the city is limited.
Ablation Study
To validate each component of JMDI, the following variations of JMDI are further studied. Despite the changed part(s), all variations have the same framework structure and parameter settings. The results of all variations are listed in Table 4 .
• JMDI-Reg trains XGBoost models using representation of road segments. It can be considered as appending embedding vectors to the geospatial features in previous XGBoost. • JMDI-Tr replaces the trajectory recovery part using algorithm in [4] . The method infers uncertain trajectories from network-constrained partial observations by summarizing all probable routes in a holistic manner. • JMDI-Df recovers trajectories using default simulator, i.e., we directly collect results from SUMO without training the deep reinforcement learning component. • JMDI-Semi directly applies graph-based semi-supervised learning [47] on the spatiotemporal graphs to propagate known traffic volume without the embedding process. The similarity between any time-enhanced road segments (nodes of the graph) is assigned according to the edge weights (i.e., traffic flow value from trajectory data). • JMDI-Um proceeds semi-supervised learning without pruning out irrelevant pairs of road segments. Namely, the raw similarity in Equation (7) is used.
JMDI-Reg performs the worst among all variations. However, it still outperforms the original XGBoost. In addition, the performance gap between JMDI-Reg and JMDI reflects the advantage of the semisupervised method, which successfully leverages large amounts of unmonitored road segments.
The comparison between JMDI-Tr and JMDI highlights the effectiveness of the proposed trajectory recovery method. Samplingbased methods are unable to handle complex road network constraints, vehicle interactions, and other factors, thus fail to recovery highly accurate trajectories. Moreover, JMDI-Df performs worse compared with JMDI. A possible explanation is that default stationery (time independent) parameters do not describe real-world vehicle movements correctly. Furthermore, since there are fewer vehicles in the simulator, some parameters should still be altered even if the ground truth is known. For example, vehicles traverse faster and arrive earlier in a simulated environment, resulting in a higher error of trajectory recovery. In such condition, speed limits could be explicitly reduced to adjust vehicles' movement.
The performance of JMDI-Semi is obviously overtaken by JMDI. This is because the joint embedding enhances the representation capacity from multi-hop spatiotemporal correlations and multiview graph information. The comparison of JMDI-Um and JMDI indicates the effectiveness of proposed 0-1 masks that explicitly remove unrelated road segment pairs. The propagation of traffic volume focuses on relevant pairs of road segments, improving the overall performance of JMDI distinctly.
Accuracy of Trajectory Recovery
We evaluate the trajectory recovery algorithm. Since the spatial ground truth for incomplete trajectories is unavailable, we construct validation from arrival times at monitor points. First, we manually tune speed limit parameters using greedy search approach over each hour of the simulating procedure to minimize the arrival time error. Those speed parameters are used as the default setting of the compared method. Note that we do not use the default speed limit parameters in SUMO (i.e., 22.4m/s). Following Equation (1), the averaged arrival time error (in second) of the default simulator and that of the optimized simulator are compared. The results are demonstrated in Table 5 . The proposed deep reinforcement learning method reduces averaged arrival error significantly, which is relatively lower by 18.29% in Region 1 and 13.61% in Region 2. Moreover, the improvement in Region 1 is relatively higher than in Region 2. A possible reason is that Region 1 has a relatively simpler environment with less traffic. Therefore, modeling the state-action relationship could be easier for the DQN.
Hyper-Parameter
We further study the hyperparameter α which balances weights between different spatiotemporal graphs. More emphasis is put to recovered trajectories when α is closer to 0, and vise versa when α is closer to 1. The performance of JMDI w.r.t different α is shown in Figure 4 . As we can observe, the inference error first drops and then rises in both regions. Moreover, JMDI achieves relatively low inference errors when α falls into a certain range. However, the performance is worse when α is closer to 0 or 1. In addition, the performance of JMDI is significantly improved in both regions by leveraging incomplete trajectories. Compared with the ablation that only uses taxi data (i.e., α = 1), JMDI reduces the RMSE value by 8.84%, 5.47%, and the MAPE value by 9.76%, 7.41% in region 1 and 
Group
Region 1 Region 2 RMSE MAPE RMSE MAPE Group 1 6.5151 0.4102 6.6741 0.4170 Group 2 3.5488 0.3368 3.4101 0.3274 region 2, respectively. This suggests the importance of modeling multi-source trajectories jointly. Besides, the relative improvement from recovered trajectories in Region 1 is larger compared with Region 2. A potential explanation is that the taxi trajectories in Region 1 are very sparse, thus brings biased spatiotemporal correlation and results in larger inference error. Moreover, recovered trajectories also contain noises and uncertainties, and that's why JMDI achieves the best performance by combining them together.
Error Distribution Interpretation
We also explore the spatiotemporal performance of JMDI, i.e., error distribution over different types of roads, and over different time periods of a day. Without loss of generality, Region 2 is selected for the interpretation.
Error distribution over the space.
To study the performance of JMDI over different road segments, we first split road segments from testing set into two categories using road type information extracted from the map. Namely, Group 1 (i.e., major roads such as highway and primary way) and Group 2 (secondary roads like tertiary route). Generally, road segments from Group 1 have more lanes and higher average traffic volume values. Table 6 provides a detailed illustration of the spatial performance of JMDI. As we can see, the RMSE values are higher for road segments from Group 1, as they have higher traffic volume values. RMSE values are positively correlated to the original variables themselves. Meanwhile, we also observe that the MAPE values of road segments from Group 2 is relatively lower than those of road segments from Group 1. One potential reason is that traffic volume of road segments from Group 1 has higher uncertainty. For example, traffic jams occur when the traffic volume exceeds road capacity, and this usually happens on major roads. Moreover, local events have a higher probability to happen near major roads. Those factors increase the uncertainty of traffic volume on road segments from Group 1, resulting in a high relative error (i.e., MAPE) of the framework. Since traffic volume value series are closely related to different times of a day, and peak hours are more interesting, we further explore the performance of JMDI at different hours. The averaged RMSE and MAPE values are calculated over each hour of a day in the testing set. Detailed values are illustrated in Figure 5 . To better interpret those errors, we still use the same group category in Section 5.9.1. As it reads from the figure, the RMSE values for both groups of road segments have clear patterns. The values are higher during the busy time, such as rush hours in the morning and in the afternoon. This is reasonable since common practice tells us that peak hours would have more traffic. And RMSE values are positively correlated to the ground truth values.
On the other hand, the relative error of JMDI (i.e., the MAPE values) are pretty stable for Group 1 road segments, where the values of MAPE in rush hours are slightly higher than other ones. This is again due to traffic patterns during rush hours are more uncertain, and more accidental events could change the traffic volume dramatically. Those are reasons why inference difficulty is increased, leading to higher percentage error. At the same time, JMDI achieve very low MAPE values for Group 2 road segments at around 0.1 during off-peak hours. And its MAPE values during rush hours in the morning is reasonable. This is explainable since accidental events or traffic jams are less likely to happen near roads from Group 2, because of their less traffic volume.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a novel framework JMDI to citywide traffic volume inference using dense and incomplete trajectories. JMDI combines high-fidelity traffic simulator with deep reinforcement learning to recover full vehicle movements from incomplete trajectories. The masked semi-supervised approach enhanced by multi-view graph embedding is introduced for citywide traffic volume inference. We evaluate JMDI in two regions in a provincial capital city in China to demonstrate its effectiveness.
